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by hand, a great many of them never seeing money from
year's end to year's end, the average amount of cash handled
by such families being not more than $200 a year. How the
Carolinian statistics may really compare with those of,
say, the Kentucky highlands I don't know for I have been
told by professional Kentuckians that their State contains
more sufficiency farmers and craftsmen than all the rest
of the United States plus rny Provence put together . . .
and then some.
That is perhaps exaggerated, but the United States farming
census maps seem to confirm the claim that Kentucky has
more self-sufficiency farms than North Carolina, except in
the Piedmont and Tidewater districts of that latter State—
certainly self-sufficiency farms appear to be thicker on the
ground in these districts of North Carolina than in Tide-
water, if not Piedmont, Virginia.
§
The matter is more important than it may seem. Our theme
—the theme of this book—is that, if you could get rid of
wars, national barriers, patriotisms, politicians, and written
constitutions, you might, at the hands of the Small Producer,
experience a return to a real Golden Age. So the survival
is a pre-eminently industrial State of communities of abso-
lutely self-sufficing beings, dating from the first settlement
of the Continent by Europeans is of the greatest possible
interest to us. And it is of the greater interest inasmuch as
we find this community in, precisely, a country that in the
beginning was saddled with a written constitution of the
most rigid and imbecile type.
Certain basic truths are for ever true; certain material
truths remain true hardly longer than milk will remain
fresh. It remains for ever true that if you stick a feller through
it is murder; that if communities do not remain in contact
with the soil their populations will deteriorate mentally as
well as physically . . . and so on. A truth as immensely
important is that a written constitution for ever imposes
the stranglehold of the dead on the throats of the living.
All laws are bad because they can never meet special cases,

